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Gait analysis with IMU technology is effective for people who cannot walk independently 
in two ways. In previous study, we presented that IMU-based gait analysis allow us to 
evaluate gait patterns with patients, who needs handling assistive devices. Furthermore, 
we described its helpfulness for determining best-fitting assistive devices for 
rehabilitation.   Recent days, we focused on utilizing IMU-based gait analysis for making 
decision of proper assistive device. It can provide quantitative information of gait 
parameters without consideration of specific environments and surroundings, so, it is 
useful for determining the most suitable assistive device for disabled patient. Currently, 
we initially evaluate gait patterns of patients on first day of their transfer, admission(in-
patient) or visit(out-patient) to conclude the most affordable device in tailored way.   10 
patients with several disease entities were recruited in this study. Table 1 shows baseline 
characteristic of patients. Testing tool was Humantrack(Figure 1.), which equipped with 
fusion-sensor system composed with wireless IMU sensor and Stereo camera. First, IMU 
sensor provided to patients’ abdomen, both thigh, shank and foot dorsum(Figure 1.). And 
next, calibration of axis was done. Then, patients gait 6m with several assistive devices 
with video monitoring. During the gait, gait parameters(14 items: gait cycle time(sec), 
stance phase(%), swing phase(%), velocity(m/s), stride length(m), cadence(step/min), pre-
swing(%), initial double support time(%), initial single support time(%), terminal double 
support time(%), terminal single support time(%), hip joint angle(deg), knee joint 
angle(deg), ankle joint angle(deg) were detected. Figure 2. shows the result of gait 
evaluation. The priority factors we gave significance more than others were gait cycle 
time, stance phase, swing phase, velocity and stride length. All patients were tolerable 
during 6m gait with IMU-gait evaluation. Patients were evaluated with various assistive 
devices for finding the fittest one, respectively. If the result showed no significant 
difference or better performance in superior assistive between two gait analyses, 
superior level handling devices was adapted. In contrast, if there was difference, inferior 
level handling devices was adapted.   Patient 1-7 shows cases of final choice with superior 
level handling devices. And Patient 8 presents final choice of inferior level handling 
device. In addition, Patient 9-10 appears the fittest choice of assistive device among 3 or 
more options.   Compared to previous case study, we think there are variations due to 
patient characteristics such as age, sex, disease entity and general condition. Therefore, 
there must be a consideration of these affecting factors.   We shows that IMU-based gait 
analysis may shed light on evaluating disabled patients’ gait patterns quantitatively with 
accuracy, ones again.  
  



Table 1. Baseline characteristics  

 
 
table 3-12. Gait parameters, Patient 1-10  

 
 



 
Figure 1. IMU-based gait evaluation(HumanTract)  
Figure 2. Gait report(HumanTract)  


